What does the IPCC report tell us about health effects of heat, air pollution and infectious diseases?

The recently published report on Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability of the IPCC’s 6th Assessment Report (AR6) paints a gloomy picture of what the future may hold regarding impacts of climate change. We have looked at some of the main findings regarding the core topics of the ENBEL project – health impacts related to environmental and occupational heat, air pollution (including from wildfires), and infectious diseases. Read more.

ENBEL new member of WHO-Civil Society Working Group on Climate and Health

The ENBEL project is accepted as a member of the WHO-Civil Society Working Group to advance action on Climate and Health for the next two years. Read more.
Linking climate change and health: Summarizing stakeholder interviews in Norway

ENBEL partner Norwegian Institute of Public Health interviewed Norwegian decision-makers at local and national level about how they work with adaptation to reduce the health effects of climate change. They found no clear connection between climate adaptation and health adaptation strategies in the surveyed Norwegian municipalities. Read more.

Synergies and joint actions between EU funded climate and health projects discussed

How can projects working on heat and workers health, cardiopulmonary impacts of heat and air pollution, cascading climate risks and social vulnerability and community resilience find potential synergies and joint actions? Read more.

VACANCY: Want to join the ENBEL project?
London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine's Department of Public Health, Environments & Society is looking for a research assistant to work on the ENBEL project. The successful candidate will conduct a gap analysis on climate change adaptation in the health system in Europe, and Southern and East Africa. Read more.

**Podcast tip: Maternal, Newborn, and Child Health**

Check out this podcast on climate change and health from USAID. In the episode on Maternal, Newborn, and Child Health, Sari Kovats (co-lead of the CHAMNHA project) is one of the guest speakers. Tune in!

Click [here](#) to receive our next newsletter on climate & health!

**ENBEL - Enhancing Belmont Research Action to support EU policy making on climate change and health** – is a project funded by the EU’s Horizon2020 programme aimed at connecting health and climate change research. Specifically, ENBEL brings together leaders in climate change and health research and coordinates a network of international health and climate research.
projects under the Belmont Forum’s Collaborative Research Action (CRA) on Climate, Environment and Health (CEH) and EU-funded projects. Read more on www.enbel-project.eu

This figure shows the climate hazards, vulnerability factors, health risks and exposure determinants represented in the ENBEL consortium and through the associated projects, and highlights our key thematic focus.

News & knowledge from our network of climate & health projects

Improving workers’ health in Central America

ENBEL partner La Isla Network gets 8 million USD in new funding from the US Government to improve workers’ health and safety in the face of climate change in Central America. Read more.

How much climate finance goes to health?
Health specialists at the Climate Centre are analysing flows of adaptation finance and looking at how much of this funding is used for local health programming. Preliminary results from our research on national commitments and funding streams provides an insight into the landscape of climate action. Read more.

Climate extreme indices and heat stress indicators derived from CMIP6 global climate projections

The dataset provides climate extreme indices related to temperature and precipitation as defined by the Expert Team on Climate Change Detection and Indices (ETCCDI), as well as selected heat stress indicators (HSI). It was produced on behalf of the Copernicus Climate Change Service. Find out more.

Climate change and health: overview of national policies in Europe

The European Climate and Health Observatory has made a summary of an investigation carried out into the EEA’s 38 member and collaborating
countries' policies on climate change adaptation and their national health strategies, as the key policy areas through which climate change impacts on health can be addressed. Read more on the European Climate and Health Observatory

Featured project

**Building European Communities' Resilience and Social Capital (BuildERS)**

How does climate change impact the health of the people you study?

Extreme weather events make it more difficult for the most marginalised and homeless to access food, shelter and psycho-social support. Experiences in weather extremes and climate-driven disasters (e.g. forest fires) causes long-term trauma that makes individuals less resilient to upcoming crises.

Why is the BuildERS project important?

In collaboration with medical, social and rescue services, the BuildERS project has developed innovative tools for identifying (vulnerability assessment) and planning measures (e.g. to overcome information disorder) for mitigating vulnerabilities that may aggravate due to climate change and extreme weather events.

Find out more about the results from the BuildERS project.
Scientific publications from our network

**BuildERS project:**


**AWARD APR project:**
pgac032, https://doi.org/10.1093/pnasnexus/pgac032

**ClimApp project:**

**HEATCOST project**


**EXHAUSTION project**


**HEAT-SHIELD project:**
In the spotlight

EU Mission: Adaptation to Climate Change

The main goal of the EU Mission on Adaptation to Climate Change is to support at least 150 European regions and communities towards climate resilience by 2030. The mission will foster the development of innovative solutions to adapt to climate change and encourage regions, cities and communities to lead the societal transformation. Its focus is on the systemic approach of the key community systems: health and wellbeing, critical infrastructure, land use and food systems, water management, and enabling conditions like knowledge, governance or behavioural change.

ENBEL aims to support such and similar actions of the EU where we can provide research syntheses on key policy-relevant questions and fill knowledge gaps on climate change and health linkages.

Upcoming events

3 MAY 2022 CHAMNHA session at Geneva Health Forum
Mapping and modelling climate risks for maternal and newborn health services

18 MAY 2022 - Event at the European Public Health Week - Climate change affects our health day (ONLINE).
20-24 JUNE 2022 - Pretoria, South Africa/Online
ENBEL and partners will organise two sessions at the Sustainability Research and Innovation Congress 2022 (SRI2022):

**Interventions to reduce the impacts of extreme heat on health in Africa: a set of case studies across the continent and an interventional framework**

**Transdisciplinary research for climate and health: lessons learned on co-design in the Belmont Forum Climate, Environment and Health projects**

23-24 JUNE 2022 - Pretoria, South Africa
CHANCE Network Meeting - **Climate-Health Africa Network for Collaboration and Engagement**

18-21 SEPTEMBER 2022 - Athens, Greece
SYMPOSIUM at the 34th Annual International Society for Environmental Epidemiology Conference: **The project EXHAUSTION - Heat and air pollution effects on cardiopulmonary mortality and morbidity: geographical variability and vulnerable groups in Europe**
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